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This research study is a situation analysis on the
use of the tools and technologies of information pro-
cessing amongst local medical professionals in private
practice. It is undertaken with a view to assess the
business potential of marketing information technology
to these practitioners and to formulate marketing
strategies for MEDCO Services Ltd- a company interest-
ed in extending its lines of business' to marketing
medical office computer systems hopefully to sustain
the long-term profitable'growth of the company. The
scope and objectives of the study are primarily res-
tricted to the following aspects
1. A determination on the extent of microcomputer and
software applications in the private sector of the
medical professionals.
2. An evaluation on the information needs and demand
in the practitioner's office.
3. An analysis of practitioners' attitudes concerning
IT applications in their practices.
Measurements of the research were carried out in
the form of questionnaire and structured interviews.
Due to time and cost restricitons, the sampling was
focused on physicians it is hoped that similar surveys
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could be carried out in future on dental practitioners
and veterinarists in private practice.
The results clearly identified the attitudes,
buying patterns and industry trends of the medical
professionals to MEDCO Services Ltd who, in turn, will
use the conclusions to meet and satisfy the needs of
these practitioners:
1. About 80% of the medical practices were not--compu-
terised and the demand for computerisation in
medical practices exists. It is estimated that
there is a demand of over 300 micro-computer sys-
tems in the next twelve months.
2. The users and non-users of micro-computers are
slightly heterogeneous in their demographic
characteristics. The majority of non-users has
indicated their superficial understanding of
computers.
3. The acceptance of computer applications is estab-
lished with large practices, in particular the
group practices that operate multi-site clinics.
4. The priority application areas to be computerised
are word processing and database management of
patient records and patient billing.
5. Personal sources on product information are consi-
dered as an important attribute in the selection
and purchasing decision of a micro-computer
system.
46. Disparity exists between the physicians' expecta-
tion and the vendors' marketing efforts.
Based on the research findings, this study*recom-
mends an adoption of the following marketing strategies
to address this market segment which is unique in its
requirements:
1. PRODUCT- MEDCO should develop localised software
to achieve an integrated modular system which is
made available to doctors through purchasing or
rental service.
2. PRICE- The preferred skimming price range is
HK$20,000 to $50,000--to maximize profits in the
market introduction stage.
3.- PROMOTION- Promotion should be enhanced through
joint efforts with the medical societies in or-
ganizing seminars, training, and demonstrations to
practitioners.
4. CHANNEL- The major marketing effort should be
emphasized on the use of personal selling and
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This report of the study is organized around the
steps taken in conducting the research project: Chapter
1 presents an overview of computer application amongst
medical practitioners, followed by a description of the
research methodology in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals
with the measurements and analysis on demand-forecast-
ing, attitudes, motives and purchasing behavior of the
physicians the results are then interpreted in Chapter
4 and further supplemented by responses of structured
interviews as outlined''in Chapter 5. Based on the
insights of the interpretations, conclusions and recom-
mendations on marketing strategies are examined in
Chapter 6. It is hoped that this research study will
provide MEDCO Services Ltd with an understanding of the
inarket situation and the opportunities related to the
marketing of information technology to medical profes-
sionals in private practice. Afterall, the quality of
marketing decisions is to a great extent dependent on
the information available to the marketing decision
maker.
We would like to take this opportunity to extend-
our heartfelt thanks to the many medical practitioners,
health-care professionals, and system vendors who have
contributed directly or indirectly to this research
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study- through their participation in the question-
naire survey, interviews, or otherwise. In particular,
we wish to express our deep appreciation to our
advisor, Dr Y T Fung, for his many constructive sugges-
tions in the course of this study. His kind assistance
throughout and his timely comments on the manuscript
have enabled our on-time completion of this research
any omissions or errors, however, remains ours.
Finally, we are grateful for the constant encoura-
gement and assistance of our families in this research
endeavour: the' abstraction of many evenings and week-
ends to carry out this study would not have been possi-







Doctors have been slow to discover the benefits of
1
computers: the delay was partly due to excessive
costs or inadequate technology, and on the other hand
to the lack of system implementations and practical
experience. The acceptance of office automation was
worse still with physicians in private practice and
although a number of local practitioners has moved in
the direction of microsystem installations,. the
utilisation of the systems remains in a rudimentary
2
state.
As a consequence of the rapid decline of cost and
improved technology of small systems over the last few
years, the situation is likely to be changing. Only
few informed. people can be found today who do not
believe in the widespread use of computers in the
doctors'. offices within two to three years.
`Slipping Disks into General Practices'
Computing (October 1, 1987):24-25
`Health Care in 2000', Hong Kong Computer Journal
IV (March 193R)1.6
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Perspectives of a Medical Office Computer System
It is evident that technological advancements in
the field of computer technology will assist physicians
in a variety of medical functions. The importance of
automatic information processing in a medical practice
could be viewed as a consequence of the physician's
position as the principal decision maker in health
care. Compared to multi-site practices in the. western
world, the majority of the local practices are signifi-
cantly small hence the administrative problems there
are not excessively great. Consequently the potential
.for implementation of cost effective processing of
medical data on micro-computers could be relatively
great.
The perspectives for computers in the doctor's
office are influenced by many factors and characteris-
tics: size and type of the practice, applications,
state-of-the-art and future trends of computers, costs,
benefits and savings, and physician's attitude towards
computer technology. A treatise on the. functions,
features and benefits of a medical office computer
system is appended with this report in Appendices 1 and
2. It is not, nevertheless, the primary concern of
this study to confirm these aspects rather, the empha-
sis is focused on the problems related to marketing
such information technology to the medical professio-
nals instead.
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Background and Overview of the Study
To provide the doctors with timely and comprehen-
sive information to support his decision making has
been the dream of many informaticians and, among them,
MEDCO Services Ltd. MEDCO Services Ltd has been in
operation since 1986 to provide advisory services for
medical professionals who are interested in setting up
their private practice. To sustain long-term profita-
ble growth of the company, MEDCO is seeking new oppor-
tunities to extend the lines of business in addition to
the interior decoration and management consultancy
.services presently undertaken by the company. It is
the wish of the management of MEDCO to maintain the
continuing relationship with the medical professionals
and it was identified that information technology might
assist practitioners in their routine operations.
Hence, it is of significance that a study be carried
out to ascertain'the extent of utilisation of micro-
computers in local medical practices. In addition, the
results should reflect on the attitudes, buying
patterns and industry trends of the physicians to MEDCO
who, in turn, will use the conclusions to meet and
satisfy the needs of these practitioners.
Scope of the Study
This study aims to identify the essential opera-
4
tional needs of typical medical practices in Hong Kong,
to achieve an understanding of the demand characteris-
tics of computerisation and the purchasing behaviors of
these practices. In parallel, the scope will extend to
assess the degree of acceptance by the medical profes-
sionals. The specific objectives of the research are
1. To determine the demographic characteristics of
physicians as users and non-users of micro-compu-
ter systems
2. To examine the perceptions of physicians towards
computerisation
3. To estimate the market potential of computerisa-
tion in medical practices
4. To delineate what an average buyer expects from a
micro-computer system
5. To identify possible scenario which might deter
physicians in the purchasing of micro-computers.
The above components will be analyzed and contras-
ted with the existing services provided by the system
vendors. Based on the analysis of the needs and ser-
vices available, the study will evaluate the presence
of any disparity that might exist between the two, with
the ultimate goal of formulating marketing strategies
for MEDCO Services Ltd in their pursuit to cater to the





The study was initially planned to include local
health-care professionals of physicians, dentists and
veterinarists as the target population. However, due
to time and cost limitations, the eventual population
was only restricted to physicians in private practice
registered under Section 15 of the Medical Registration
Ordinance (Chapter 161). In this report, the terms
`medical professionals' of `medical practitioners'
shall be taken to have the same meaning of physicians
in private practice. Large practices are considered to
be group practices with 10 or more employees including
physicians.
As at the end of 1987, there were 5,484 regis-
tered/ licentiated doctors on the List of Registered
1
Medical Surgical Practitioners, of which 480 were
Hong Kong Annual Digest of Statistics 1987
Edition. Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong
6on the overseas list. More than two-thirds (totalling
3,916) of the registered doctors resident in Hong Kong
2
were in private practice.
A full list of the target population, to be used
as a master sampling frame, was obtained from the Hong
Kong Medical Association the number of practices as
listed was 1,635.
Sampling
With limited resources of time, manpower and
financial support, a census survey covering the entire
target population would no.t be feasible. Instead, a
study based on a representative sample is considered
mole efficient.
Since there has not been any disclosure of detail-
ed background information in the supplied list of
target population other than names and addresses, a
simple random sampling (SRS) method is recommended to
avoid biases and to permit generalization of findings
within acceptable limits of doubt in the final
estimation.
2The Medical Directory of Hong Kong 3rd Edition
The Federation of Medical. Societies of Hong Kong, 1.985
7To ensure a reasonable degree of precision in the
study, the sample size was set at approximately 500
which represents 30.6% of the total population. A
non-response rate of 80-85% was expected in the mailing
survey.
Data Collection
The research was planned to be carried out in two
stages. The first stage was a questionnaire survey on
medical practices to identify the attitude of medical
practitioners towards computer applications. As it
.turned out, the respondents were largely small prac-
tices with less than ten employees. It was therefore
decided that personal interviews should be arranged
with the larger practices to confirm on the extent of
acceptance and market potential, and. whether there
exists any disparity in attitude between the small and
large practices towards computerisation. In-depth
discussions with system vendors were also arranged to
identify the opportunities which might have been over-
looked by competitors of MEDCO Services Ltd.
Questionnaire Survey- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mail questionnaire is in general a cheaper method
of research. It took very little time to send out the
questionnaires, and the bulk of the returns were re-
ceived within two to three weeks.
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Using mailed questionnaire also allowed sufficient
time for the physicians to consider a thorough answer,
especially when a major portion of the questions. focus-
es on rather technical areas.
The major disadvantage of using mailed question-
naire is its response rate. To compensate, a larger
number* of questionnaires have been mailed out for an
expected number of usable samples, disregarding any
sampling misrepresentation that might be incurred.
The questions of the questionnaire were so design-
ed that the required information can be solicited from
the respondents. In order to generate a better res-
ponse rate, the following tactics were employed:
1. Questions were short, straight forward and easily
understandable
2. It would take the physician no more than twenty
minutes to complete the questionnaire
3. A prepaid reply envelope was enclosed with the
questionnaire
4. Brief instructions were given to avoid possible
confusion in the filling out the questionnaire.
Two questionnaires were designed for the two cate-
gories of the target group i.e. users and non-users of
microcomputer. The contents of both questionnaires are
similar and identical-with only slight modification.
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Samples of both questionnaires are included in Appen-
dices 4 and 5 of this report.
Physicians were given the option of getting a
summary of findings if they returned their names and
addresses on the reply forms (Appendix 6) enclosed with
the questionnaires.
Pilot Test
The questionnaires in their draft form were sub-
jected to pretest and issued to a small group of twenty
physicians to identify problems in wording and format
before it was widely distributed for data collection
purpose. The following demerits were detected and
rectified in the final form of the questionnaires:
1. The scaling method of attitude measurements was
revised as five point scales and not three-point.
2. Questions were categorized'for better comprehen-
sion.
3. Re-wording or phrasing of ambiguous questions.
Questionnaire Design- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The questionnaire for the micro-computer users
consists of four sections viz.
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Section A System Particulars Applications
Section B System Performance
Section C Purchase Plans
Section D Practice Data
The questionnaire for the non-users was designed
on the same basis as that for users such that correla-
tions could be made on the variables, especially in the
areas of applications, evaluative criteria and atti-
tudes. Non-users were not required to respond on sys-
tem particulars or performance, but they were requested
to indicate the information need and operational re-
•quirements in their practices.
Generation of Study Dimensions
As a starting point in the selection of the study
dimensions/criteria, reference was made to the ques-
1
tionnaires used in previous studies of microcomputer
markets. Those dimensions that were still valid and
relevant were entered into a master list for the later
selection of dimensions. Periodicals and magazines
with subject matter of micro-computers were also used
as the sources of generating the-dimensions and evalua-
tive criteria.
1
1987 questionnaire samples of International Data
Corporation (Asi.a) Ltd Survey Research. Si nsfnporc
(Pte) Ltd.
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In addition to literature research, opinions of
users/non-users of micro-computers, and the perspec-
tives of system vendors were sought to enrich the
master list of `dimensions'. Both were carried out in
the form of unstructured interview and dimensions gene-
rated were compared. Those dimensions having high
consensus i.e. quoted by more than two sources, were
selected and used in the questionnaire.
Study Dimensions and Variables
The methodology advanced in this study recommends
that primary consideration be given to purchasing beha--
vior and decision process of the physician as an end-
user of information technology. The variables under
study are:
Doctors'-attitudes-towards-computerization
1. knowledge of uses of micro-computers
2. evaluative criteria in the selection of micro-
computers
3. information sources to turn to prior to
purchasing
4. general attitude towards using/not using micro-
computers
5. brand awareness, if any
6. receptiveness of new ideas/technology
12
Microcomputer_application_in_the_clinic
1. Using/not using microcomputers
2. Number of computers system installed
3. Brands/model awareness
4. History and usage
5. Hardware capacity
6. Types of software
7. Use of software package
8. Level of satisfaction
9. Problems in using a microcomputer
Information-needs. in-a-clinic
1. word processing need
2. data base management needs
3. spreadsheet calculation needs
4. accounting needs
5. communications
6. general practice research
Basic information
1. size of practice
2. years of practising
3. clinical specialization
4. number of clinic/working hours
5. indication of turnover
Analysis of Data
Data returned from questionnaires were- Processed
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by SPSS/PC+ (Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences, PC version), a statistical analysis software
package with interactive processing features tailored
specifically to the IBM'PC environment. Statistical
procedures such as cross tabulation and significant
tests at a confidence level of 95 were carried out for
identification of trends and market potential. Primari-
ly, the questionnaire was designed to address and
to facilitate the analysis of the following issues:
1. desirable computerisation areas
2. evaluative criteria in the acquisition of hardware
and application software
3. information sources in the selection process
4. general attitudes of physicians towards informa-
tion technology
All statistical manipulations of the data follow
the commonly accepted research practices. The findings
were interpreted and further supplemented by those
obtained from interviews to identify if there exists
any disparity in th'e market trends.
The analysis is limited by the small usable sample
size of the study, in particular the limiting size of
respondents from computer users. Should there be more
time and financial resources, the sample size can be
increased and might also be extended to include
dentists and veterinarians hi:gher levels of
14
statistical analyses like multiple correlations or
factor analysis would be employed to extract more
insightful information from the survey.
Structured Interviews
The purpose of the interviews is to confirm the
survey findings as well as obtaining insights from the
interviewees on the interpretations. Personal inter-
views are particularly useful in enabling the inter-
viewer to visualize the situation of the practice and
its needs. It also allows the interviewer to follow
new lines of thought at the time of interview, which
might not have been anticipated earlier.
The practices interviewed'were the larger prac-
tices like Drs Anderson Partners, which is a multi-
site group practice with greater complexity in organi-
zational structure. Interviews with system vendors
were also arranged to ascertain if there is any aware-




SURVEY FINDINGS DATA ANALYSIS
Survey Response of Mail Questionnaires
A total of 128 questionnaires was collected. One
of them was rejected because there were contradicting
responses to the questions on purchase plans: the
practitioner has no purchase plans for the next 12
months (Question B-1) and yet he started to fill in the
brand names and responded to questions on information
sources and evaluative criteria (Questions B-2 to B-5).
As a result of the validation, 127 respondents were
included for the purpose of this research analysis.
The response rate was 25.4% after adjustment.
General Profile of the Sample
Distribution of the Subsamples
The returned questionnaires were classified
according to users and non-users of microcomputers. For
the convenience of identification and data coding,
respondents were asked to complete the questionnaire in
pink colour if they were users of any microcomputer
system otherwise they should respond to the questions
on the yellow sheets. There were 2 pink quuect:i.on-
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naires and 101 yellow questionnaires received. The
subsample of users (N= 26) represents a percentage of
20.5% of the total sample.
Practice Data
When practice size is taken into consideration,
the majority of the practices are small in terms of the
number of staff, including the physician. The distri-
bution in size is depicted in Table 1 below.
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF SIZE OF MEDICAL PRACTICE
TotalNon-usesUser








Most of the practices are small practices with the
mean clustered around three to four staff members. The
majority- of the practices are sole proprietorship, as
illustrated in Table 2. It is likely that the









Other demographic characteristics of the sample
categorized as users and non-users are tabulated in
Tables 3 to 9.
TARTR R
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRIVATE PRACTICE
TotalNon-userUser
N=127'N=101)No. of Years (N=26)









NUMBER OF CLINICS OPERATED BY RESPONDENTS
TotalNon-userUser







DAILY WORKING HOURS IN A CLINIC
TotalNon-userUser









NUMBER OF CASES HANDLED DAILY
TotalNon-userUser










STANDARD CHARGE PER CASE
TotalNon-userUser

































The distribution of brand names given by the res- 
pondents to the user questionnaires is depicted in 
Table 10. One user reported that he was in possession 
of more than one system. There was no indication of any 
practices equipped with mini-computer or mainframe 
system.
TABLE 10
BRAND NAMES OF PERSONAL COMPUTER POSSESSED 
BY THE RESPONDENTS
• Frequency
Brand Name f=27 % of users
IBM PC/XT, AT or alike 14  51.9%





Missing Case  2 7.4%
Assessment of Hardware in Use
The results of the assessment to this question are 
summarised in Table 11. The consensus is that users
22
are satisfied with their hardware in use which was
generally rated average to good.
TART.F 11
ASSESSMENT OF HARDWARE IN USE
TTnnnnpnt- Supe- Missing
Caseable Poor Averagt Gooc rior
J53 120 1Memory capacity
638 70 2Disk capacity
0 05 14 6Cost
4 40 110 7Reliability
412 720 1Speed
93 1• 2.2 9Vendor support
111 13 10Overall rating 1
Software Particulars- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Kinds of Software in Use
Only 'one out of the twenty-six users was using
custom-made software the other practices were using
off-the-shelf software packages. A summary on the use




























Assessment of the Software Packages in Use
Tables 13 to 17 illustrate the frequencies of
ratings by physicians with regard to the different
categories of software packages in use. It should be
noted that, in certain cases, the number of users for a
particular software package may become too small to
have any statistical. significance. No software package
on medical diagnosis was in use.
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TABLE* 13
ASSESSMENT OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES IN USE
(Wordprocessing)





00 10 0Multimate Advantage
TABLE 14
ASSESSMENT OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES IN USE
(Database Management)
Unacceptable Poor Average Good Superior
30 7 140dBase
0 10 0 0Reflex
a0 0 0 1R: Base
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TABLE 15
ASSESSMENT OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES IN USE
(Spreadsheet/Integrated Packages)










ASSESSMENT OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES IN USE
(Accounting/Money Management)
Unacceptable Poor Average Good Superior
020 0 0DAC Easy Accounting
.10 00 1Dollars Sense
00 0 0 1Peachtree Complete
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TABLE 17
ASSESSMENT OF SOFTWARE PACKAGES IN USE 
(Statistical Analysis)
Unacceptable Poor Average Good Superior
SPSS/PC 0 0 0 1 0
Personnel Using the Microcomputer
The majority of the practices in the user sub­
-sample have only one microcomputer system, resulting in 
the confined use of only one hands-on user at most of
the time, principally the physician himself. There was 
no report of any full-time EDP staff engaged. Table 18 
illustrates the types of personnel using the systems.
TABLE 18




Nursing Staff 2  6.1%
Clerical Staff 13 39.4%
Others 0 0
Missing Case 0 0
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Satisfaction with System Performance
The response to the questionnaire indicates' that
users are generally satisfied with their computer
system. The mean overall satisfaction score is 3.67 on
a 5-point scale. Table. 19 is a tabulation on the
response and Table 20 shows a distribution on the cause
of dissatisfaction.
TABLE 19









REASON-FOR DISSATISFACTION WITH COMPUTER SYSTEM
Frequency
0Software costs too much
4Don't understand computers
1Create problems
3NoL capable for the need
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Benefits of Computerisation
Physicians were asked if they agree that computer-
isation can improve operational efficiency in medical
practices. The responses are tabulated in Table 21
below. It is worth noting that most non-users have
expressed uncertainty over the benefits of computerisa-
tion. With intense marketing and educational efforts,
these non-users can be converted to pDtential. buyers.
Above all, there is no strong dissent against computer-
isation in both subsamples of users and non-users.
r•
TABLE 21
PHYSICIANS' ATTITUDE TOWARDS COMPUTERISATION










Market Potential in the next 12 months
Table 22 shows the percentages of physicians who
intend to buy/upgrade the microcomputer system in the
next twelve months. On a pro-rata projection to the
total population of 1635 practices, a demand ofappro-
ximately 350 systems is estimated. Table 23 is a
tabulation on the brand names reported by the prospec-
tive buyers.
TABLE 22
PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS INTENDING TO BUY/UPGRADE






BRAND NAMES RESPONDED BY POTENTIAL BUYERS/UPGRADERS
TotalUsers Non-users







Amount to be invested
The distribution frequencies on the amounts to be 
invested for computerisation are tabulated in Table 24.
More than half of the intending practices were 
willing to spend $20,000 to $50,000 in the system
upgrade/new system. Nearly a quarter of the practices 
were willing to pay more than $50,000. Based on the 
estimated demand of approximately 350 systems at an 
average cost of HK$35,000 per system, an expenditure of 
over HK$10 million would be generated from the physi­
-cians in the next twelve months on the procurement of 
micro-systems.
TABLE 24
AMOUNT TO BE INVESTED FOR NEW SYSTEM/SYSTEM UPGRADE
Frequency Percentage
HK$10,000 or less   1  3.7% 
H K $ 10,001 to $20,000  3  11.1% 
H K $ 2 0 ,001 to $50,000  14  51.9% 
H K $ 5 0 ,001 to $80,000  6  22.2% 
HK$80,001 or more  1  3.7% 
D o n’t know  2  7.4%
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Application Profile Analysis
The mean rankings of computerisation areas as 
perceived by users and non-users are tabulated in Table 
25. A comparison on the rankings is illustrated in 
Exhibit 1.
TABLE 25
MEAN RANKING OF PERCEPTIONS ON 
APPLICATION AREAS BY USERS AND NON-USERS
          User  Non-user   Whole
Subsamples Subsamples Sample 
Areas of applications (N=26) (N=101) (N=127)
Patient Records/Referrals  4.31  4.07  4.12 
Pa'tient Bi11ing/Invoicing   2.73  2.97   2.92 
Patient Recall     2.73  3.18   3.09 
Appointment Scheduling    3.15  3.91   3.76 
Prescription History    1.58  3.08   2.77 
Dispensing Stock Control   1.15  3.01   2.63 
Word Processing     4.39  2.95   3.24 
Communications/networking
with hospitals/clinics    1.00  1.30   1.24 
Staff Payroll     1.65  2.96   2.69 
Finance/Budget control    1.81  2.38   2.26 
Accounting/Tax Return    3.35  3.36   3.35 
General Practice Research   1.00  1.49   1.39 
Diagnostic Database    1.00  2.37   2.09
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EXHIBIT 1
A COMPARISON OF MEAN RANKING OF PERCEPTIONS ON























RESULTS OF t-TEST. ON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN USERS
AND NON-USERS WITH REGARD TO MEAN VALUES





Non-user 4.0693 0.8973 1. 2767 acceptedRECORDS
2.7308 0.9190UserPATIENT
-0.9682 acceptedNon-user 2.9703 1.1701BILLING
2.7308 0.7243UserPATIENT
-2.1688 rejectedNon-user 3.1782 0.9838RECALL
User 3. 1539 1.0077APPOINTMENT
-4.2079
.SCHEDULING rejectedNon-user 3.9109 0.7629
1.5769 0.6433PRESCRIPTION User
-5.9669 rejectedNon-user 3.0792 1.2384HISTORY
User 1.1539* 0.4641DISPENSING
-7.7961 rejectedSTOCK CONTROL Non-user 3.0099 1. 1874
4.3846 0.8038UserWORD PRO-
Non-user 2.9505 0.7794 8.3106 rejectedCESSING
1.0000 0.0000UserCOMMUNICA-
-Z.UZ39 re.iectedTION/NETWORK Non-user 1.2970 0.5752
1.6539 0.9774UserSTAFF PAY-
Non-user 2.9604 0.9687 -6. 1194 rejectedROLL
1. 8077 0.8494FINANCE/BUD- User
-2.7579 rejectedNon-user 2.3762 0.9576GET CONTROL
3.3462 1.1642UserACCOUNTING/
-0.0416 acceptedNon-user 3.3564 1. 1008TAX RETURN
GENERAL PRAC- User 1.0000 0.0000
-4.1534 rejectedTICE RESEARCH Non-user 1.4851 0.5935
1.0000 0.0000UserDIAGNOSTIC






Ho= the null hypothesis that there exists no differ-
ence in the population means (between users and
non-users) in application areas at a confidence
level of 95%
`Word processing', 'Pat.ient Records/referrals',
and `Accounting.' applications were regarded as most
important by users. `Communications with hospitals/
clinics', `general practice research'& `diagnostic
database' were never quoted as application areas.
Non-users have responded differently to the
applications, as can be noted from Table 26. ,In order
of ranking, the most important application areas are
`Patient records', `Appointment scheduling' and
`Accounting'.
In the total sample, the ranking in the order of
importance is `Patient record', `Appointment schedul-
ing' and `Accounting/Tax Return'.-
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Search Behavior on Information Sources
There were seven information sources included in 
the questionnaires to identify the influence of inform­
-ation sources on the physician’s behavior in the 
purchasing decision process, viz. 1. advertisements, 2. 
brochures, 3. specialist magazines, 4. friends/col- 
leagues, 5. sales persons, 6. demonstrations, 7. trade 
shows/fairs. The mean ranking of the information 
sources can be seen from Table 27 below.
TABLE 27
MEAN RANKING ON IMPORTANCE OF 'INFORMATION SOURCES
       User   Non-user  Whole
Subsample Subsample Sample 
Information Source (N=15) (N=12) (N=27)
Friends/colleagues    4.00   4.17   4.07 
Demonstrations     3.87   3.33   3.63 
Salesperson     3.47   3.50   3.48 
Brochures      3.00   3.08   3.04 
Advertisements     2.60   2.92   2.74 
Trade shows/fairs    2.53   2.92   2.70 
Specialist magazines    1.93   1.75   1.85
Both subsamples ranked ‘Friends/colleagues’ as the
most important source of information followed by two
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`personal' sources within the list. The remainings, in
order,of ranking, are brochures, advertisements, trade
shows/fairs and specialist magazines which are charac-
teristic of mass media or impersonal sources.
The mean ranks of each information source for both
subsamples are illustrated in Exhibit 2. As noted from
Table 28, there is only insignificant variation among
the two groups in their perspective on. information
sources, and there exists the commonality that personal
sources of information stood out as the most important
source.
EXHIBIT 2
A COMPARISON OF MEAN RANKING ON IMPORTANCE OF INFORMA-















RESULTS OF t-TEST ON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN USERS
AND NON-USERS WITH REGARD TO MEAN VALUES OF





-0.5437 acceptedNon-user 4.1667 0.8348COLLEAGUES
3. 8667 0.9904UserDEMONSTRA-
Non-user 3.3333 1.0731 1. 3402 acceptedTIONS
3.4667 1. 1255UserSALES-
-0.0802 acceptedNon-user 3.5000 1.0000PERSON
3.0000 1.1952UserBROCHURES
Non-user 3.0833 1.1645 -0. 1820 accepted
2.6000 0.9856UserADVERTISE-
-1.8510 acceptedNon-user 2.9167 1. 1645MENTS
2.5333 1.0601UserTRADE SHOWS1
-0.9247 acceptedNon-user 2.9167 1.0836FAIRS
1. 9333 1.0328UserSPECIALIST




Ho= the null hypothesis that there exists no differ-
ence in the population means (between users and




There were 13 evaluative criteria listed in the 
questionnaire from which the intending buyers/upgraders 
were asked to rank the importance on a 5-point scale 
with due regard to how their purchasing decision were 
made. Table 29 below summarizes the overall ranking on 
the criteria by the user and non-user subsamples.
Exhibit 3 shows a comparison in mean ranking be­
-tween the two subsamples. The order of ranking appears 
to agree between the subsamples, as can be further 
identified from Table 30. If 3.0 is taken as the 
cutting point, the first six criteria are considered as 
significant to the purchase decision of a microcomputer 
system. The ’out-of-line ’ criteria are ’large line/many 
models’, ‘immediate availability’, 'large capacity 
(RAM)’ and ’handle several languages’.
It is surprising to note that ’availability of 
software’ has not been recognized as highly important - 
an illustration that medical professionals may not hold 
identical views with information technologists. Pro­
-bably marketing and educational efforts should be 
emphasized on this aspect.
The important evaluative criteria in its ranking 




MEAN RANKING ON IMPORTANCE OF EVALUATIVE CRITERIA
BETWEEN USER NON-USER SUBSAMPLES
WholeUser Non-user
SampleSubsample Subsample
Evaluative Criteria (N=27)(N=15) (N=12)
4.33 4.374.42Reputation for quality
4.304.27Ease of use 4.33
4.00Reputation for service 4.07 3.92
4'. 00 3.96Value for money 3.93
3.673.60 3.75Expandability




Large line/many models 2.80 2.92 2.85
2.67 2.33 2.52Immediate availability
2.40 2.08 2.26Large capacity (RAM)
2.00Handle several languages 1.93 1.96
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EXHIBIT 3
A COMPARISON OF MEAN RANKING ON IMPORTANCE OF






















RESULTS OF t-TEST ON DIFFERENCES BETWEEN USERS
AND NON-USERS WITH REGARD TO MEAN VALUES ON







.accepteaNon-user 4.4167 0.6686FOR QUALITY
User 4.2667 0.7037EASE OF
-0.2525 acceptedNon-user 4.3333 0.6513USE
User 4.0667 0.8837REPUTATION
Non-user 3.9167 0.9003 0.4346 acceptedFOR SERVICE
User 3.9333 1.0998VALUE FOR
Non-user 4.0000 0.9535 -0. 165 9 accepted.MONEY
3. 6000 1.1832EXPANDA- User
-0.3328 acceptedNon-usei 3.7500 1.1382BILITY
User 3.5333 1.0601SOFTWARE
AVAILABILITY Non-user 3.5833 1.3114 -0. 1097 accepted
3.3333 1.1751UserBRAND/MANU-
Non-user 2.7500 1. 1382 1.2751 acceptedFACTURER
3.0667 1.2228UserCOMPATA-
Non-user 3.0000 1.2060 0.1417 accepterBILITY
User 3.0667 1.1629DESIGN
Non-user 3.0000 1. 1282 0.1501 acceptedSIZE
LARGE LINE/ 2.8000 1.32 02User
-0.2145 acceptedNon-user 2.9167 1.5050MANY MODELS
2.6667 1.2344UserIMMEDIATE
AVAILABILITY Non-user 2.3333 1.3027 0.6805 accepted
2.4000 1.3522UserLARGE
Non-user 2.0833 1. 1645 0.6423 acceptedCAPACITY
1.9333 0.8837HANDLE SEVE- User






Ho= the null hypothesis that there exists no differ-
ence in the population means (between users and
non-users) in evaluative criteria at a confidence
level of 95%
Reasons for not buying
Table 31'shows a comparison between the user and
non-user subsamples in response to the- question on
reasons for not buying/upgrading the computer system in
the next 12 months.
`Do not understand enough about computers', `com-
puters are too expensive' and `do not feel the need'
were the three most frequent reasons given by both
subsamples. It appears that human factors were not too
much a concern since `unemployment' and `dehumaniza-




COMPARISON BETWEEN USER NON-USER SUBSAMPLES
ON REASONS FOR NOT BUYING/UPGRADING THE COMPUTER SYSTEM
IN THE NEXT TWELVE MONTHS





371.0381.8 73.0Don't feel the need 1
55 45.09.1 6 49. 4Requires specialist'
88 14.015.70 9Not capable
22 77.036.4 3 82.0Too expensive
6- 40.0 6Difficult to use 27.3 41.64
99 7.00 7.8Dehumanize work 9
3.0 11Cause unemployment 0 9 3.4 11
90.095.5 1Don't understand* 45.5 2 1
Prefer manual system 18.2 5 69. 7' 4 64.0 4
9.1 21.06 22.5 7 7Too many choice





A typical non-user could comfortably be described
as:
1. a solo practitioner, with 3 to 4 working staff
2. about '50 years of age
_3. around 15 years of experience in practice
4. working 8 to 9 hours a day
5. handles about 50 cases in a day, charging around
$100 to $150 per case
6. employs an external accounting firm to deal with
accounting matters
7. handles 4 to 6 company or medical insurance
accounts.
Information Need
Patient records/Referrals and Appointment Schedul-
ing are considered by non-users as the two most impor-
tance information requirements that microcomputers can
be of help in the operation of a medical office.
Communications with clinics/hospitals, General.
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Practice Research, and Diagnostic Database are of least
importance in the list. Finance, staff payroll,
Patient billing and dispensing stock control are of
lower ranking in their perception. Perhaps doctors in
general are more concerned with their service to
patients'' health than their own operational/cost
considerations.
Word Processing is considered unimportant by non-
users. This is contrary to the results found in the
users group, who considers that Word Processing
e
occupies a major portion of their microcomputer time.
Attitudes towards Computerisation
Most of them (62.4%) are not sure of whether
computerization will improve office. efficiency. A
percentage of 22.8% agree that computerisation can
improve operational efficiency in the practice. Given
the appropriate education and marketing effort, it is
likely that these non-users can be converted to
potential buyers.
Purchase Plans
Most non-users express. their reluctance to
purchase a computer system, the major reason being
1. do not feel the need to buy
L. too expensive
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3. have to hire a specialist to handle it: and
4. do not understand how micro-computers works.
It appears that doctors are reluctant to purchase
a computer system principally because they do not feel
there is the need, while most of them recognize the
importance of microcomputers. This general feeling is
mainly attributed to the lack of understanding of
microcomputers, rather than based on actual hands-on
experience or expert advice.
It is noted that many of them still think that
microcomputers are very expensive whereas, in fact,
one week's revenue of the-practice will be more than
enough for an appropriate system.
Psychographic Profile_ Users
A typical description of a user includes
1. in possession of an IBM microcomputer or
compatible
2. has spent approximately $35,000 on his/her exist-
ing system
3. himself also a major hands-on user and operator.
Some physicians claim to have developed their own
application programme.
4. almost all of them are satisfied with the per-
formance and reliability of their micro-computer.
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Compared with a typical non-user, the users show
the following 'physical' difference:
1. A typical-user has a shorter experience in private
practice. Most of them are of 8 to 10 years'
experience compared with non-users' 15 years.
2. Users are of younger age group. They are in their
thirties, compared with non-users who are in their
forties or fifties.
3. Users handle a smaller number of cases each day
and charge a lower consultation fee (Around 35
cases, each $100).
4. Users handle more company/medical insurance
accounts. On the average, each of them has 10
versus non-users 5.
5. On the size of the practices, the majority of the
users (80.8%) has a practice of, three staff
members, whereas non-users indicate varied sizes
of practices.
Areas of Application
With regard to actual usage of computer, word
processing and patient records/referrals are reported
as the major use of a doctor's microcomputer. It is
interesting to note the difference in perception
between the groups of users and non-users: non-users do




Almost all users agree that computerization can
improve office efficiency. Morever, most of them are
considering to upgrade their present system in the near
future.
Purchasing Behavior
The purchasing decision rests on the physician,
who is either a sole-proprietor or a partner of the
practice. The decision of a user is mostly influenced
by `talking to colleagues or experts' and `attending
demonstrations'. However, they have less confidence in
mass media or impersonal advertisements. This indi-
castes that buying a computer is still being considered
by the doctors as a major purchasing decision and
personal care and attention in sales is required.
Most of the users have quoted IBM or compatible as
their upgrade path. They will look for reputations in
quality and service as well as ease of use.
The test results as illustrated in Chapter III
have indicated that the evaluative criteria and factors
affecting the purchasing decisions of a user and non-
user are similar, if not identical.
Demand for Computerisation in Medical Practices- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
The survey finding indicates that one out of every
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five respondents has expressed interest in computerisa-
tion, and would consider buying a microcomputer system
or upgrade their system in the next twelve months.
Projecting this need proportionally, a sizeable market
potential seems to exist. The estimate is that the
revenue generated from computer sales to medical prac-
tices will be over*HK$10 million. While this segment
poses little attraction to large vendors, it presents a
market niche with unusual needs and requirements. which
smaller vendors- like MEDCO Services Ltd- could
address..
On a more technical note, caution must be taken in
interpreting these estimates, as they are based only on
a sample size of 127 respondents, representing a
response rate of only 25% in the mailing survey.
A sample size of 127 is normally considered
`barely' acceptable by commercial researchers for
drawing statistical inferences. At a 95% confidence
level, the-true proportion (estimated as 1 in 5) should
lie approximately between 13% to 27%.
Apart from sampling errors, a 25% response rate,
although `not bad' for a mailing survey, could probably
introduce a response bias into the estimation.' With
this in mind, a more conservative estimate (closer to
13%) is recommended.
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Interest in the Use of Computer!
The questionnaires were issued with a reply sheet
on which physicians could fill in to request a copy of
the statistical summary of the survey. A total of 151
reply slips were received, representing an encouraging
phenomenon that nearly one out of three medical prac-
tices. in the survey sample is interested in understand-
ing the extent of computer applications in their pro-
fession, if not in the direct use of computer in their
practice.
Another indication of serious interest is the
awareness of the cost of computerisation. The amount
to be invested on computerisation as provided in the
returned questionnaires is close to the prevailing
market figures of a microcomputer system. This close
proximity indicates the awareness of intending
physicians to the likely costs of microcomputer
hardware/software.
Economic Justification
Respondents tend to think that efficiency can be
achieved as a result of computerisation. Although
these benefits cannot be quantified, the general belief
is that-improved efficiency in the practice operation
can cut costs and lead. to better profitability through
better control and planning.
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Costs likely to be incurred will include those of
the hardware and software, in the order of $20,000 to
$50,000, and of personnel required for the setup and
implementation.
In the light of the envisaged benefits, which are
significant to the clinic's operation and therefore its
profitability, the economic justification in the
acquisition of a computer system has been well received
by users.
Priority Computer Applications
As identified in the survey analysis, the priority
application areas are Patient Records, Appointment
Scheduling, Accounting/Tax return, and Word Processing
in their order of importance reflected by the total
sample. In essence, the major concern lies in the
database management of patient information. This is
rightly justified as medical practices are primarily
involved in the service industry with the view to
provide better and efficient health-care service to
their patients.
. The t-statistic on the application areas of compu-
terisation has indicated varied attitudes between the
users and non-users. This is interpreted largely as
the non-users' casual understanding on computers which,
as a result, has contributed to the differential. in
perception of the two subsamples.
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Existing Problems in Computerisation
There are many problems associated with the intro-
duction of computerisation to medical practices.' The
major ones are: acceptance of the system, using the
system and ensuring that the desired computerisation
benefits can be achieved.
It is unfortunate that quite a number of respon-
dents, users and non-users alike, have indicated that
they have limited understanding with regard to the use
and operation of a computer system and have therefore
refrained from considering purchasing or further
upgrading. This phenomenon of, lack of exposure was
also reflected in the late introduction of computer
systems to many of the medical practices as noted from
the response to questionnaires, the systems were mostly
procured in the mid-1980s.
Computer exposure of physicians is generally
limited and small practices normally cannot afford to
employ data-processing personnel. This leads to diffi-
culties in various stages of computerisation, such as
hardware and software selection, training, staff
acceptance and various implementation and operating
activities. As a result, the use of. computers.cannot
be effectively applied and a number of physicians has
expressed concern and dissatisfaction.
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There are associated risks involved when physi-
cians write their own application programs. The inter-
pretation from the responses*to the questionnaires is
that physicians are unable to devote ample time to
solve their own computing problems, and they rarely
have the skills required to produce software (or at
least macros) comparable to that produced by an exper-
ienced EDP professional. For these reasons, it is
suggested that user physicians should not develop their
application software.
Another issue relating to computer products for
medical practices is that of compatibility. The
existing package systems have not been made to suit the
local clinical environment. This will reduces the





Two medical practices and two system vendors have
been approached and their opinion were sought on to
complete the understanding on the status of computeri-
sation in the medical profession and to confirm the
basic premises regarding the possible acceptance of
microcomputers,as well as marketing constraints in that
environment.
The vendors are included in this study because of
their considerable understanding on customers' pre-
ferences and expectations through their day-to-day
contact with computer users. Their opinion, therefore,
represents a collection of the customers' opinion and
the marketing effort they adopt are reflections of the
real needs of the customers.. They can therefore pro-
vide a better picture of the present marketing situa-
tion than that obtained from just a questionnaire.
First Interview : Drs Anderson Partners
The interview was arranged on April 9, 1988 with
Ms Shirley Leung, Office Manager and her deputy, Ms
Anna Cheng.
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Drs Anderson Partners has a long established
history of over 100 years of local health-care service.
It has a staff of over 250 of which 45 are registered
physicians. The number of clinics in operation is 14
which are widely distributed in strategic locations of
the territory.
The practice has installations of Datapoint 6600
and 8602 which were purchased in the year of 1981 and
1982. The main application areas are patient billing
and accounting/ financial control. The system has nine
terminals and three remote terminals and is managed by
.professional EDP staff. The practice develops in-house
procedure programmes with proprietary software
packages.
In addition, the practice has an installation of 8
sets of IBM-PCs in the Prince's Building' Surgery and
the application areas are varied : notably word-
processing, patient record and spreadsheet. Hands-on
users are confined to secretarial or nursing staff but
not physicians.
The interviewees remarked that group practices
have the greater need of computerisation than solo
practices since the need for efficiency increases
incrementally with the number of physicians in a
clinical practice. The benefits of computer
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applications are positive; otherwise, daily operations
would require extra manpower and resources to handle.
When asked about their plan of upgrading, both
interviewees noted that their practice is constantly
reviewing practice requirements and technological
advancements that could improve their present opera-
tions. As a multi-site practice, it seeks computer
solutions in archival demands and considers utilizing
microcomputers for forecasting, statistical analysis,
pharmaceutical and diagnostic databases, and patient
follow-up evaluation.
Second Interview : Dr Vio Partner
The interviewee was Ms Choi of the EDP Department
in the practice of Dr Vio Partners and the interview
was conducted over the phone on April 16, 1988.
The installation in Dr Vio Partners is Nixdorf
8870/3 and the major application areas are invoicing
and statistics. They have full-time EDP professionals
to manage the system.
Ms Choi was reluctant to disclose further particu-
lars on the plan of development other than an indica-
tion that the practice will investigate possible
migration in the direction of microcomputers. Com-
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puterisation in Dr Vio Partners was introduced in
1982 and it is without doubt that computer helped. to
relieve manual clerical duties.-
Third Interview: EPRO Systems Ltd- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
EPRO Systems Ltd is a local OEM of Digital Equip-
ment Corporation with operations in Hong Kong and
China. Principally, they offer VAX products ranging
from mainframe to micro-minis, but they also act as
dealers of IBM clones like Corona and Compaq. The
company focuses the operations on specific segments of
.the market, and lately the marketing effort is targeted
at freight forwarders.
When asked about the prospect of the market seg
ment of medical practitioners, Mr Peter Wong- Systems
Manager of EPRO Systems Ltd- disclosed that they had
been viewing the segment seriously in 1984 and did not
consider the market worth pursuing'on account of the
following:
1. The number of potential buyers was estimated to be
insignificant.
2. The practices were small and, even if the prac-
tices had the need to computerise, the installa-
tion would be limited to microsystems. It was
difficult to generate considerable revenue without
serious marketing efforts.
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3. EPRO was concentrating their efforts in promoting
DEC products and took little interest in micro-
computers. It was unlikely that medical practices
are VAX users other than large practices.
He regarded personal approach as the most effec-
tive method for sales promotion and there is little
preference on mass media such as advertisements as the
marketing channel, principally because they have speci-
fic market segment. identified prior to marketing
actions.
Fourth Interview: The Personal Computer Center
trading as Reforit Trading Co Ltd- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Thr Personal Computer Center is chiefly engaged in.
the business of Import/export of microcomputer systems
(IBM compatibles) and peripherals including supplies.
It also operates a retail outlet in Central and has
consolidated a local customer base of more than .700
with an annual growth rate of 10%. The success of
Personal Computer Center is that they organize a user
group on behalf of their customers and set up an elec-
tronic bulletin for dial-up communications from users.
They have no particular market segment to serve and
would welcome enquiry from any business sector. Mass
mailings to existing customers are conducted on a bi-
monthly basis to update product information and to
mF1intai.n the ^uccessf 2. cIienL._.vcndor rclaLiarish:i.p.
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Director and Manager Mr Ambrose Yau expressed
concern that the local computer market is beginning to
saturate, and the increasing rate of demand will
probably decline. However, the prospect is that most
microsystems have a life cycle of about five years and
would be substituted by new products that may emerge.,
The difficulty of the business is-that there are many
vendors of microsystems in Hong Kong and the quality of
their services varies to a large extent. Competition
is therefore keen and customers who are not knowledge-
able at computers would find it hard to choose.
Summary
The interviewees of the medical practices had
positive comments on the effects of computerisation on
their practices in terms of benefit justification.
Nevertheless, they still had reservation about the
compatability of the software currently available and
both practices had engaged in-house EDP staff to
develop procedure programmes to answer to local needs.
Physicians.were not the hands-on users of the systems-
contrary to the ultimate goal'of computerisation to
directly assist physicians in providing better health
care service to the patients. There are differences in
attitudes and opinions on computerisation between large.
and small practices.
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System' vendors agreed that, for marketing chan-
nels, personal sources are more important than the
impersonal media. They are confident in the future of
the market with reservations and new product introduc-
tion will continue to be one of the prime moving force
of the market. From the interviews, it was noted that
system vendors did not regard physicians as a target
market segment to be serviced seriously.
The success of the two established vendors should
constitute a blueprint of marketing strategies for





The. market niche is a relatively new one which is
marked by a low penetration of computer users. and is
just beginning to develop. Even though physicians use
instrumentations extensively in their practices and
hospitals,'the result of the survey indicates that only
.20% of doctors in private practice has been exposed to
computer technology.
Not just this low penetration level indicates a
significant potential for future marketing development
to non-users, existing users also indicate a very high
propensity to upgrade their present system. Despite a
show of low purchasing interest in the non-user sub-
sample, there is an obvious dissonance between their
conceived. uses of computers and actual uses (i.e. how
computers can actually fulfil their routine operational
needs). A high percentage of non-users are unsure
whether computers can improve the operational efficien-
cy in their practice and obviously demonstrations are
required to convince their acceptance. The potential of'
the non-user market should not be underestimated the
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marketing effort is, in a large part, an educational
process.
As.the larger practices have responded unanimously
during the interviews, there are definite areas in the
clinical environment that can benefit from the use of
computers. Coupled with the generally favorable res-
ponse to'the questionnaire survey, it can be safely
concluded that the demand for computerisation.in medi-
cal practices exists, although there are still many
barriers to be removed and many areas waiting for
improvements.
The user knowledge gap.. has not been satisfactorily
bridged by microcomputer system vendors or other in-
dependent parties. No special marketing activities
from vendors have been directed to these medical prac-
titioners and, as a result, have created 'a market niche
for MEDCO Services Ltd.
Opportunities for MEDCO Services Ltd
This study estimates that small medical practices
would probably account for a market potential of over
300 systems in the next twelve months. From the inter-
views with larger practices, another possible- market
niche is made up of multi-site medical clinics, whose
needs are more varied and sophisticated. Other health
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care professionals like dentists, veterinarians, chiro-
practors and optometrists are also attractive targets
and it is hoped that another survey could be carried
out on those target populations.
The medical professionals in private practice
represent a market niche where specific applications
unique to the environment of a clinic in addition to
general business requirements are desirable. This
specificity might require some modification in the
computer technology (notably software products) to suit
the 'particular -need of individual practitioners.
.Hence, this differentiation would enable MEDCO to have
virtually no competition if MEDCO intends to pursue
with that opportunity of marketing microcomputer
systems to medical professionals. Possibly an arrange-
ment could be made with overseas vendors to adapt and
modify specific medical system software currently
available in the market to suit local needs.
Even if there is competition from other system
vendors, the competitive advantage of MEDCO is still
maintained. The greatest strength of MEDCO is that it
has been in operation for almost two years to serve
merely health-care professionals and there is strong
image and awareness level amongst physicians regarding
the company relative to other vendors.
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Recommendations
In light of the fact that there is an active,
young segment of the market, MEDCO Services should try
to extend its continuing relationship with physicians,
and to develop patronage from the upscale portion of
this professional group.
Computer technology products need a different
approach to target marketing peculiar to such product.
The survey identified that microsystems are relatively
new products to physicians and, for this reason,
efforts need to be made to stimulate a primary demand
for the product, as well-'as selective demand for the
services of MEDCO Services Ltd in particular.
Marketing strategies of MEDCO Services Ltd
Product
As noted earlier, medical practitioners have
highly specialized needs not commonly served by exist-
ing products and distribution channels. They are what
1
software marketers call a `vertical market'
James P. Engel, Roger D. Blackwell Paul W.
Miniard. Consumer Behavior, 5th Edition. New York
Holt, Reinhart and Winston, 1986
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Vertical markets are captured by developing new
applications for existing products. A further compli-
cation to the problem is that most software products
(medical systems in particular) are developed overseas
which might not be compatible with the local environ-
ment. It is recommended that MEDCO should consider the
possibility of developing tailor made systems suitable
for local use. The concept is a fully integrated system
comprising of business and medical applications which
can be installed on a modular basis. This would reduce
initial capital expenditure and induce purchasing.
Some physicians have expressed the concern over
their expenditure on capital purchases. The introduc-
tion of rental or hire-purchase services could allow a
physician to utilize microcomputers in their own
offices without commitment. Through rental service,
physicians can evaluate microcomputer applications on a
day to day basis and then decide whether they wish to
pursue computer further or give it all back.
Price
Obviously lower prices will attract more physi-
cians to computerise. From the demographic data of the
survey, expenditures on a microcomputer system is only
a small fraction of the annual revenue it is necessary
that the price mechanism of the system be manipulated
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to the advantage of both the supplier and the customer.
Low prices at the sacrifice of quality is not the
ultimate solution, for many intending physicians have
expressed their concern over reputation for quality and
service.
Since the product is differentiated.and targeted
especially at physicians, keen competition from other
vendors is not expected. The total acceptable-starting
costs of a .microcomputer system, as revealed in this
research, is around HK$20,000 to $50,000, which should
be the price range offered by MEDCO in satisfying the
practices' requirements. Prices on services such as
support, consultancy, training and maintenance should
be geared to the current market situation.
Promotion
.Means of enhancing promotion are suggested. Exam-
ples are providing consultancy services, organising
seminars, giving training courses, and setting up
demonstration centers. Other indirect means may
include promotion via the Hong Kong Medical Associa-
tion, providing assistance to form user groups or




The most common ingredient shared by information
technology marketing is the use of personal selling.
Coupled with the use of MEDCO's own sales force, arran-
gements could be made with the middlemen of pharmaceu-
tical companies to provide wide coverage for the
market. Direct marketing like mailing is not expected
to play a major role since mass media are less received
by doctors, although it might complement direct sales
in obtaining and qualifying leads.
Another sales approach is to ask for user-doctor's
referral to their peers Or to'link up with medical
societies like the Hong Kong Medical Association, where
introductory tutorials or seminars on computer applica-
tions be conducted. Arrangements could-be 'made to soli-
cit commissioning by these medical societies to develop
software packages for the exclusive use of general
practitioners or specialists, and computer systems
could be sold at a discount for bulk purchases.
The linking up with the medical-societies can also
promote the image of MEDCO Services Ltd through word-
1
of-the-mouth (WOM), which is the traditional, well-
accepted, and established way of promotion in the
medical circle.
James P. Fnge1., Rover D.Blackwell & Paul W
Miniard. Consumer Behavior, 5th Edition. New York
Holt, Reinhart and Winston, 1986
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Other Considerations
Another important consideration is the need for
the sales function to be closely related to and con-
cerned with the support service within MEDCO. Respon-
dents to the questionnaires have reflected a dissatis-
faction on the services by existing vendors and it is
recommended that the service activities of MEDCO should
(a) provide continued interaction and feedback from
physicians, and (b) help relieve the physician's post-
purchase doubts or cognitive dissonance on his
purchasing decisions. Service is therefore a crucial
element and a means to differentiate the.company from
other system vendors.
Summary
As the Hong Kong data processing market has grown,
some smaller vendors like MEDCO Services Ltd have
emerged to address niche markets. They focus on the
needs of some market segments which had previously been
considered too small to be of interest. This report
examines a local market segment which is quite unique
in its requirements, and in its present computer usage:
medical practitioners. Analysis has revealed that the
demand of computerisation amongst local medical practi-
tioners exists and MEDCO can take advantage of its
stronghold of the existing customer base to expand in
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vending computer systems to physicians. It is hoped
that this study have provided insights to MEDCO
Services Ltd to ensure its viability in the market





AN OVERVIEW OF THE FUNCTIONS AND FEATURES OF
MEDICAL. OFFICE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
The most frequent use of'computers in a medical
setting is for business purposes, such as maintaining
patient records and billing individuals and insurance
companies. In addition, computers are used in medical
research, physical diagnosis, medical training, X-ray
analysis, and patient monitoring.
Complete medical•office•computer systems generally
1
cover the following major functional areas:
1. FOUNDATION APPLICATIONS
Patient Registration
Immunisation and cervical cytology recall
Repeat prescriptions
Surveillance clinical record and default
monitor
Patient instructions
Word Processing to assist clerical/nursing
staff in letter compilation
1John Preece. The Use of Computers in General




List of problems per patient
Register of patients with specified disease
or problem
List of contacts per patient per doctor or
per' practice
3. RECORD DRIVEN APPLICATIONS
Reformed consultation records




.Business: Private billing, Item of service
claims (payroll, accounts)
Structured take-on of incoming paper-based
reports




Automated assistance in diagnosis-
ECG Interpretation
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5. REMOTE COMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS
Medical education
Update of authoritative reports and directives
Update of drug information
Electronic mail to and from hospital, X-ray,
pathology laboratory, other agencies
Perhaps the worth-noting development is the
primordial use of expert systems on microcomputers to
1
assist doctors in diagnosing illness. The CADUCEUS
package is, an expert system used for medical diagnosis
using statistical techniques to correlate a listing of
associated symptoms with the occurring frequency of the
disease. Other diagnostic expert system on the micro-
computers include MYCIN, which aids in the diagnosis
and treatment of bacterial infection, and PUFF, which
measures lung functions. While prototypes of these
expert systems remain unpopular among local practitio-
ners, it will only a matter of time before it is
refined and operating on a large scale.
Hobert Behiing. Computers and Information Pro-
cessing. Kent Publishing Company, 1986
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APPENDIX 2
THE BENEFITS OF A MEDICAL OFFICE COMPUTER SYSTEM
Much of the difficulty in predicting the benefits
and thus the feasibility of a medical office computer
1
system stems from two areas:
1. Physicians do not always understand the ways in
which benefits derive from the basic capabilities
of a computer system.
2. Physicians do not'-always recognize that there are
several distinct levels of benefits, and several
types of benefits within each level.
Because many physicians do not have a clear under-
standing of the benefits of computer systems, they are
not able to envision the extent and variety of those
benefits, let alone evaluate them. The following
2
account will describe the various levels of benefits,
with the view to provide a better understanding of how
the benefits derive from the basic elements of a
medical office computer system, and how these levels
relate to each other.
P. Luedtke and R. Luedttke Computers for Medical
Offices Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc 1984
Ibid
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Level 1 of Benefits: Basic Benefits
The basic benefits area byproduct of the system
capabilities of the computer system. There are two
types of basic benefits: clerical and information.
Clerical Benefits
faster, more accurate paperwork and bookkeeping
reduction of repetitive clerical tasks
Information Benefits
faster access to 'information
more useful and timely reports
availability of decision-making tools
I
Almost all of the repetitive paperwork generated
in a medical office, including bookkeeping, can be
produced much faster and more accurately by the compu-
ter. This paperwork includes statements, claims,
recall notices, daily correspondence, and financial
statements. A computer can also handle repetitive and
redundant clerical tasks, such as typing, calculating,
and referencing files and ledgers. Functions such as
producing recall notices, statements, and insurance
claims become much less time-consuming and tedious.
Accompanying these paperwork benefits are the informa-
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tion benefits: more useful, timely reports, the availa-
bility of mathematical decision-making tools, and fast
access to medical office files.
Level 2 of Benefits: Operational Benefits
Operational benefits are the ways in which the
basic benefits actually help improve the daily medical
office operations. These are higher-level benefits in
that they are. more closely related to goals that are
meaningful to the practitioner. The operational bene-




increased productivity and efficiency
improved cash management
improved controls
improved practice management and decisions
In order to use the medical office computer system
to its fullest potential, the basic benefits (Level 1)
must be transformed into these operational benefits.
Faster access to medical office files sounds appealing,
and it certainly is a fine benefit, but 'it would be
meaningless unless put to good use. A practical and
immensely powerful system could only be achieved
through transformation of 'faster access' into reduced
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labor hours, improved patient service, increased
productivity, and other operational benefits- through
various means and ways. For example, with.one or two
keystrokes a physician can search the entire appoint-
ment schedule file to determine his workload .a week in
advance, thus improving patient service and increasing
productivity and efficiency.
Level 3 of Benefits: Ultimate Benefits
All of the basic and operational benefits of a
medical office computer system translate into one or
more ultimate benefits, 'which can be categorized into
three groups: financial, organizational, and human.
Financial Benefits
The most familiar financial benefit is reduced
costs, which can be attributed directly or indirectly
to most of the operational benefits. Physicians are
also finding, that a computer system can substantially
increase revenues and the size of their practice
through improved decision-making processes and improved
patient services. Practice growth can be both expanded
and controlled through improved management controls,
and additional patients or office locations can be
added to the system as growth proceeds.
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Organizational Benefits
Organizational benefits are benefits that affect
the medical practice's organizational. productivity.
With the implementation of a computer system, human
resources may be better utilised for tasks other than
routine operations such as paper shuffling. More time
can be spent attending to patients. Morale should
improve with the reduction of drudgery, and the entire
medical practice can be stronger and more streamlined
thanks to increased productivity and labor hours freed
for higher-level work.
Human Benefits
Human benefits are those nonfinancial rewards that
are often as satisfying as the financial ones. The
quality of working life improves with the reduction of
tedious work and the substitution of more creative
work. Finally, a healthy feeling of satisfaction
frequently accompanies the many improvements that a
medical office computer system can help bring about.
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THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
TELEGRAM• SINOVERSITY 香 港 新 界 沙 田 . 電 話 ： 零 . 六 三 五 二 一 一 一SHATIN• NT• HONG KONG- TEL.: 0-6352111 TELEX• 50301 CUHK' HX
TEL. 0-6352783
工 商 管 理 學 院 碩 士 課 程 部
MBA Division
Faculty of Business Administration
學 生 專 題 研 究 用 箋
Student Research Projects
Dear Sir/Madam
Research Study on the Application of
Microcomputers in the Medical Profession
Many professionals in Hong Kong today are concerned
with the growing importance of computer technology.
As a medical practitioner, your perceptions on this
phenomenon is of critical importance and we are
conducting this survey to identify the needs and
significance of computer applications in your
profession. Additionally, the findings of this study
will provide valuable information on the buying pattern
and industry trends to computer vendors who might, in
turn, use our conclusions to meet and satisfy your
needs. Your input is therefore extremely important to
the success of the research.
Your participation in this research and your responses
to specific questions will be held in strict
confidentiality and total anonymity,. The data will
only be used in summary form and the questionnaires
will be destroyed upon completion of the'tabulation.
The enclosed questionnaire has, been carefully designed
to require not more than 20 minutes to complete. Also,
a stamped and addressed envelope has been included for
your convenience. Should you wish to receive a copy of
the statistical summary of the survey, a separate
request sheet is enclosed for the purpose.
Possibly you.could spend a few minutes NOW to complete
the questionnaire and return it to us at your earliest
convenience.
Yours sincerely
LEUNG Chung-poon WONG Ying-fai
Encl
WYF/ws
香 港 中 文 大 學
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APPENDIX 4
PLEASE ANSWER THESE,QUESTIONS IF A MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM
IS CURRENTLY-INSTALLED IN YOUR OFFICE.. OTHERWISE,
ANSWER'THE QUESTION SET.'ON THE YELLOW SHEETS.
IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, THE TERM `MICROCOMPUTER' IS
TAKEN TO INCLUDE ALL PERSONAL COMPUTERS WHICH ARE
USUALLY SELF-CONTAINED UNITS WITH A KEYBOARD, A VIDEO
SCREEN AND DISK DRIVE OR TAPE MEMORY DEVICE. THEY MAY
OR MAY NOT HAVE A PRINTER. PORTABLE OR `POCKET'
COMPUTERS ARE INCLUDED BUT NOT HAND HELD CALCULATORS.
IF YOU SHOULD EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTIES IN ANSWERING THE
QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT Y F WONG AT 0-4843595...
SECTION A- SYSTEMPARTICULARS & APPLICATIONS




















A-4 Approximately how much did you spend so far'on the
microcomputer system (including CPU, peripherals &






A-5 The main reason for'selecting the above. micro-






A-6 What is the,MAJOR use of your microcomputer?








53 41 2Patient Recall'
53 421Appointment Ncneuu.ting













A-7 Have you developed by yourself procedure pro-











R-2 How satisfied are you with your microcomputer?
Completely satisfied
Go to B-4Verv satisfied
Moderately satisfied
Go to B-3Not very satisfied
Not at all satisfied
B-3 If you said that you were'.'NOT VERY SATISFIED' or
`NOT AT ALL SATISFIED', why not? (Tick all that
apply).
Software costs too much money
Don't understand yet how to use
comDUters vroverly
Computers create as many problems
as they solve
My computer(s) is/are not capable
enough for my needs
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In answering Questions B--4 and B-5, please rate witj.







B-4 Assessment of Hardware in use
NA54321Memory capacity















B-6 In your opinion, do you agree that computerisation








SECTION C= PURCHASE PLANS
C-1 How likely is it that your practice will upgrade






C-2 In what way do you intend to upgrade your system?
(Tick all that apply),
By purchasing further microcomputers.
By replacing with a larger/newer
microcompute
Rvurchasino new software packages
Rv linkincf to a mini of mainframe
Other ways
(Please specify)
C-3 Which brands would you consider buying? Please
write these brands as they come to your mind.
C-4 How much money do you think your practice wi11








In answering Questions C-5 and C-6, please rate with






C-5 How important do you believe each of these sources










C-6 Below are factors which may or may not influence














.54321Comnatability with other makes
(hardware, peripherals, software)
PLEASE GO TO SECTION D'
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IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT YOUR PRACTICE WILL UPGRADE
THE MICRO-COMPUTER SYSTEM IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS, PLEASE
ANSWER C-7.
C-7 What are the.reasons_why your practice will not
upgrade/expand the system? (Tick.all that apply
and then go to Section D).
I do not feel the.need to upgrade
I will have to hire a specialist to
manage the system
muters toda are not capable
enough
Microcomputers today are still too
expensive
Microcomputers today, are too airriculz
to use
Microcomputers will dehumanize office
work
Microcomputers will cause unemployment
I do not understand enough about how
mcrocomuuters work
I wnnl rater hire an-additional person
in lieu of a microcomputer
There are too many brands and too many
mndels for DromDt decisions
My partner will-not agree to the upgrading
of the microcomputer system although




PLEASE GO TO. SECTION D
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SECTION D- PRACTICE DATA
THIS INFORMATION IS REQUIRED FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES
ONLY AND WILL REMAIN ENTIRELY'CONFIDENTIAL.
D-1 Classification of practice
Sole. proprietor
Partnership...







D-3 Specialization, if any?
D-4 The number of. years you have been in private
practice is
5 years or less
6 to 10 years..
11 to. 15 years
16 to 20 years
21 to 30 years
31 years or more






D-6 The average number of working hours you would
spend daily in your clinic(s) is
5 hours or less
6 to 8 hours...
9 to 11 hours
12 to 14 hours
15 hours or more






















D-10 Do you employ an external accounting firm to




D-11 Do you work according to an annual budhet?
Yes
No
D-12 Do handle comdle company/insurance accounts?
Yes
No
If yes ,how many companies?






RHANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUSTIONNAIRE PLASE
RETURN IT IN THE SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOOPE ENCLPSED.
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APPENDIX 5
PLEASE ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS IF A MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM
IS NOT INSTALLED IN YOUR MEDICAL OFFICE OTHERWISE,
ANSWER THE QUESTION SET ON THE PINK SHEETS.
IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE, THE TERM `MICROCOMPUTER' IS
TAKEN TO INCLUDE ALL PERSONAL COMPUTERS WHICH ARE
USUALLY SELF-CONTAINED UNITS WITH A KEYBOARD, A VIDEO
SCREEN AND DISK DRIVE OR TAPE MEMORY DEVICE. THEY MAY
OR MAY NOT HAVE A PRINTER. PORTABLE OR `POCKET'
COMPUTERS ARE INCLUDED BUT NOT HAND HELD CALCULATORS.
IF YOU SHOULD EXPERIENCE DIFFICULTIES IN ANSWERING THE
QUESTIONS, PLEASE CONTACT Y F WONG AT 0-4843595...
SECTION A- MEDICAL PRACTICE OPERATIONS
A-1 In your opinion, how important are the following
information for thedaily operation of your
clinic?























A-2 In your opinion, do you agree that computerisation







SECTION B- PURCHASE PLANS
B-1 How likely is it that your practice will install a






B-2 Which brands would you consider. buying? Please
write these brands as they come to your mind.
B-3 How much money do you think your practice will








In answering Questions B-4 and B-5, please rate with






B-4 How important do you believe each of these sources
iq in heloing to choose a micro-computer?
4 5321Reading advertisements......
54321Reading brochures...........
5431 2Reading specialist magazines






B-5 Below are factors which may or may not influence
your purchase decision. How important are they?
54321Brand/Manufacturer
4 5321Reputation for quality
54321Reputation for service
54321Expandability






5431 2Large capacity (RAM)
54321Large line/many models
4 531 2Design/size
5431 2Compatability with other makes
(hardware, peripherals, software)
PLEASE GO TO SECTION C
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IF YOU DO NOT THINK THAT YOUR PRACTICE WILL BUY A
MICRO-COMPUTER IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS PLEASE ANSWER B-6.
B-6 What are the reasons why your practice will not
buy one? (Tick all that apply and then go to
Section C)
I do not feel the need to buv one.
4 I will have to hire a specialist if
I buv a microcomputer
Microcomputers today are not capable
enough
Microcomputers today are still too
expensive
Microcomputers today.are too diffi-
cult to use
Microcomputers will dehumanize office
work
Microcomputers will cause unemployment
I do not understand enough about how
minrmnuters work
I would rather hire an additional person
than buying a microcomputer
There are too many brands and too many
models for prompt decisions
My partner will not agree the purchase of a
microcomputer although I myself believe
it is essential for the practice
Any other reasons
(Please specify)
PLEASE GO TO SECTION C
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SECTION C- PRACTICE DATA- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
THIS INFORMATION IS REQUIRED FOR STATISTICAL PURPOSES
ONLY AND WILL REMAIN ENTIRELY CONFIDENTIAL.
C-1 Classification of practice?
Sole proprietor
Partnership...







C-3 Specialization. if anv?
C-4 The number of years you have been in private
practice is
5 years or less
6 to 10 years...
11 to 15 years
16 to 20 years.
21 to 30 years..
31 years or more






C-6 The average number of working hours you would
spend daily in your clinic(s) is
5 hours or less.
6 to 8 hours....
9 to 11 hours...
12 to 14 hours..
15 hours or more






















C-10 Do you employ an external accounting firm to




C-11 Do you work according to an annual budget?
Yes
No
C-12 Do you handle company/insurance accounts?
Yes
No
If yes, how many companies?






THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE
RETURN IT IN THE SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE ENCLOSED.
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APPENDIX 6
M I C R O C O M P U T E R S U R V E Y
* Medical Profession
If you wish to receive a copy of
the statistical summary! of this
survey, please fill in the







Three Year MBA Programme
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
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